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Here is what smart and famous people are saying about my books:

I believe these puzzles to be totally cool. Alicia Einstein, Scientist

This writer is obviously a great intellectual. Ralph Walden Emersen, IV

I wish I could be as interesting and prolific a writer as Kunz is.
Tommy Jefferson, VII, Legal Writer

This book is one of the most important books of its kind written in the last 200 years. Ann Randian, writer & philosopher

Kunz is obviously a master with words.
Dr. Siggy Freud, MD

I am sure that my great-great-grandfather would like to have known such a great word-smith.
Sammy Johnson, V, Legal Historian

All my Hollywood friends love these books.
Dr. Kildarian, Chief Medical Examiner, Hollywood, CA

Fun and enjoyable. I look forward to his next book.
Willy Blackstone, III, Federal Prosecutor

It is a beautifully designed book, and covers so many topics. I enjoyed it.
Klarence Barrow, III, Medical School Professor

I was impressed at how much fun this book was to complete.
Henrik Cambell Blacke, Legal Etymologist

Very entertaining; very enjoyable; very impressive.
Jeffrey Chaucer, Medical School Professor

Hail to Kunz, the greatest word sleuth in America.
Johnny Miltonian, Freelance Legal Writer
Here is what smart and famous people are saying about my books:

*I really enjoyed doing the puzzles. I found them to be challenging and fun.*
Perry Masson, Jr., Defense Attorney

*I’ve never seen a book like this and I had fun doing the puzzles.*
Flo Niteingale, RN

*I love reading John Grisham novels, so I really like these puzzles.*
Charles Chann, 3d, Federal Prosecutor

*It was a fun way to relieve the stress in school.*
Attikus Fintch, III, Civil Rights Attorney

*Kunz covers all the basic terms in each of the subjects that are covered, making it a fun way for students to become more familiar with the terminology.*
Alphonse Schweitzer, III, MD

*This is by far the best book of its kind.* Margaret “Hot Lips” Hoolihan

*This book is beautiful, well put together, well thought-out, and most importantly, fun.*
Frances Nightingale, Nursing School Professor

*I found the puzzles to be fun, informative, and a challenge.*
Alfred D. Newmann, Jr., Entertainment Lawyer

*Challenging fun and a great way to relieve stress.*
Johnny Marshall, IV, US Supreme Court Clerk

*I love doing puzzles of all kinds, and I have never seen a book like this – so I really had fun doing the puzzles. Good Job.*
Donald Blackacre, Real Estate Attorney

*Wow.* Willy T. Shakespeare, IX

*It’s nice to see that you moved on to develop a real career.*
Prof. Jamie Moriarty, III
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Introduction

Welcome my dear fellow word-sleuths. This puzzle book is your chance to have a little fun with the serious words of the healthcare world. Here I have assembled many medical specialties, and topics of interest to all healthcare practitioners & students, into one book & tried to have fun with them.

Each puzzle contains phrases, terms of art, and common words, that are essential to each topic. Some of the words are common to the healthcare profession in general, and some are very specific to the healthcare specialty represented in each puzzle. Some contain phrases that have been condensed down to their familiar letters, such as “cardio-pulmonary resuscitation,” which is commonly referred to as “CPR.” Also, I like to use a felt-tip highlighter-pen when doing this type of puzzle. This keeps the puzzle neat, clean, & easy to read.

Word-search puzzle are a simple and quick way to enjoy a few minutes away from you studies and work.

I enjoyed putting this book together, so I hope you will have fun with it also. ☺

J.C. Kunz, Jr.
How to Solve Word-Search Puzzles

Word-search puzzles have words hidden among a random group of letters. The challenge is to find each word that is hidden among the random letters.

The words you are searching for might be forwards or backwards, vertical or horizontal, or diagonal across the puzzle. You need not find the words in any particular order.

In each puzzle you are given a list of words that are hidden within the puzzle. When you find a word in the puzzle, you can circle the word within the puzzle, or use a colored highlighting pen. Then cross out the word from the list.
1. Academic Designations

Words to find:

- ACLS  •  ANP  •  AORN  •  BCLS  •  BSN  •  CCRN
- FNP  •  JD  •  LPN  •  LVN  •  MBA  •  MD
- MPA  •  MSN  •  NALS  •  NP  •  PA
- PALS  •  PHD  •  PNP  •  RN

A ball had passed between my body and the right arm which supported him, cutting through the sleeve and passing through his chest from shoulder to shoulder. There was no more to be done for him and I left him to his rest. I have never mended that hole in my sleeve. I wonder if a soldier ever does mend a bullet hole in his coat?

Clara Barton
2. ACLS

Words to find:

- AED
- AMBU
- AMIODARONE
- ASYSTOLE
- ATROPINE
- CALCIUM
- DEFIBRILLATION
- DNAR
- DOPAMINE
- ECG
- EPI
- HYPOTHERMIA
- INTUBATE
- LIDOCAINE
- MOBITZ
- MORPHINE
- PULSE
- SHOCK
- VASOPRESSIN
- VENTILATOR
- WENKEBACH

A beautiful and chaste woman is the perfect workmanship of God, the true glory of angels, the rare miracle of earth, and the sole wonder of the world. Georg Hermes
3. Acupuncture

Words to find:

- ALARMMU
- BRANCHES
- CHANNEL
- CLEFTXI
- FILIFORM
- HANDTAIYIN
- HOLISTIC
- HUATUO
- MOXAPPOLES
- MOXIBUSTION
- NEEDLE
- PAIN
- PATHWAY
- PINYAN
- POINTS
- QI
- SHU
- SINEWS
- SOURCE YUAN
- STAB
- VESSEL

A few hours will do for baby, both in killing and curing it, what days will not do for a grown-up person. Florence Nightingale
4. AIDS - HIV

Words to find:

• ALOPECIA • ANTIGEN • AZT • BASELINE
• CACHEXIA • CANCER • CHRONIC
• DEGENERATIVE • DYSTROPHY
• ECZEMA • EDEMA • ENDORPHIN • ENVELOPE
• GAG • GLUTATHIONE • GRANULOCYTE
• HAART • IMMUNOGEN • INTERLEUKIN
• LYMPHOCYTE • PEPTIDE

A human being is not, in any proper sense, a human being til he is educated.

Horace Mann
5. Alcoholism & Addiction

Words to find:

• AA • ABSTINENCE • ADDICTION • ALANON
• DENIAL • DEPENDENCE • DEPRESSION
• DETOXIFY • ENABLING • INTERVENTION • MODERATION
• OBESITY • RECOVERY • RELAPSE • SALVATION ARMY
• SPONSOR • SUPPORT GROUP • TOUGH LOVE
• TWELVE-STEP • WAGON • WILLPOWER

A prudent person profits from personal experience;
a wise one from the experience of others. Joseph Collins
6. Allergies
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Words to find:

- AIRBORNE
- ALLERGENS
- ANTIBODY
- ANTIGEN
- ASTHMA
- DETOXIFY
- EPINEPHRINE
- INFLAMMATION
- INTOLERANCE
- LATEX
- LUPUS
- MOLD
- MSG
- NEBULIZER
- POLLEN
- REACTION
- RITALIN
- SENSITIVITY
- SICK-BUILDING
- STEROID
- TRIGGER

A woman in agony of spirit might turn her head just so; a man in deep humiliation probably would wring his hands in such a way. From straws like these, drawn from completely different sources, the fabric of a character may be built.

Eleanor Robson Belmont
7. Alzheimer’s

Words to find:

• ANTIOXIDANT  • BENZODIAZEPINE  • CAREGIVER
• CASI  • CHROMOSOME  • CONFUSED  • DEMENTIA
• DISORIENTED  • FAST  • LETHARGIC  • MEMORY
• NEURONS  • PERSONALITY  • PET THERAPY
• REACH  • RESENTMENT  • RESPIRE
• SCREENING  • SYNAPSES  • VITAMINS  • ZINC

A woman to become a trained nurse, should have exceptional qualifications.

Isabel Hampton Robb
8. Anatomy

An actor rides in a bus or railroad train; he sees a movement and applies it to a new role. The whole garment in which the actor hides himself is made of small externals of observation fitted to his conception of a role.  
Eleanor Robson Belmont
9. Anesthesiology

Words to find:

• ANALGESIA • ANDRETTI • ATROPINE • CAPNOGRAPHY
• CATECHOLAMINE • CONSENT • DIPRIVAN
• HYPOTHERMIA • INDUCTION • KETAMINE
• LARYNGOSCOPE • LMA • MACINTOSH
• MIDAZOLAM • MILLER • PARALYTIC • PCA
• SEDATION • STYLET • Vecuronim • VERSED

An institution or reform movement that is not selfish, must originate in the recognition of some evil that is adding to the sum of human suffering, or diminishing the sum of happiness. Clara Barton
10. Arrhythmias

Words to find:

• ATRIAL • BLOCK • BRADYCARDIA
• CARDIOVERSION • COMPLEX • DEFIBRILLATOR
• ECG • ECTOPIC • ESCAPE • FLUTTER
• INFARCTION • MONITORING • PACING • PVC
• RHYTHM • SINUS • SVT • SYNCPE • TACHYCARDIA
• VENTRICULAR • WENCKEBACH

Apprehension, uncertainty, waiting, expectation, fear of surprise, does a patient more harm than any exertion. Florence Nightingale
11. BCLS

Words to find:

• ABC • ABDOMINAL • AED • AIRWAY • ANNIE • BVM
• CIRCULATION • COMPRESSION • CPR
• DEFIBRILLATE • HEIMLICH • MOUTH
• OBSTRUCTION • PULSE • RESPIRATION
• SAMARITAN • SEQUENCE • SHIELDS
• SWEEP • THRUSTS • VENTILATE

Aristotle himself has said, speaking of the laws of his own country, that jurisprudence, or the knowledge of those laws, is the principal and most perfect branch of ethics. William Blackstone
12. Biochemistry
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Words to find:

• BINDING • BIOSYNTHETIC • BONDS
• BREAKDOWN • BUILDING BLOCKS • CARBONIC
• CATALYSTS • CLEAVAGE • COILED
• COMPLEX • ENTROPY • HELIX
• KINETIC • MASS • MOLECULES
• PLASMIDS • POLYMERS • PROTEIN
• REPRODUCTION • SELECTIVE • TRIAD

Art and science have their meeting point in method. Edward Bulwer
100. Urology

Women have no sympathy and my experience of women is almost as large as Europe. Florence Nightingale
101. Virology

Words to find:

• ANTIGENS • BINDING • BIOSAFETY • BUFFERS
• CLONING • CONTAMINATE • DISINFECTION
• ENZYMES • IMMUNE • INFLUENZA
• INVITRO • MICROSCOPY • MUTANTS
• NUCLEIC • POLYPEPTIDES • PURIFICATION
• QUANTITATION • SEROLOGICAL • TAXONOMY
• TRANSIENT • VIRAL

You will never “find” time for anything. If you want time you must make it.

Charles Buxton
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If you enjoy the challenge of verbal battle, then 101 Medical Word-Search Puzzles is for you!

Satisfy your word-seeking curiosity with these intriguing & entertaining word games.

At 132 pages, this puzzle book is perfect for taking on trips or just relaxing at home.

Prepare to indulge in Joseph Kunz’s newest collection of up, down, forward, backward, & diagonal seek-a-word puzzles - guaranteed to please puzzle lovers of all ages!

It’s instant learning & instant fun - the easy way to increase your medical vocabulary & improve your medical word skills.

www.EmpowermentEducation.com

Joseph C. Kunz, Jr. has been a word sleuth for many years with an addiction to word puzzles of all types. Kunz has published several best-selling word puzzle books “for professionals who love a challenge.”